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Town Hall Meeting: Huge Success
By Madison Young
SGA held this semester's
Town Hall Meeting this past
week in the University Cen
ter. This assembly is essen
tially a place for anyone af
filiated with UAH to attend,
listen, and express concerns
and ideas about the campus.
With free pizza and Ryan
Schueler, SGA Senator, run
ning the show, the session
began at about 6 pm. With
out delay, the most antici
pated subject at hand,
Resnet, was introduced by
Simon Porter. As many stu
dents would concur, he
stated that as part of tuition
and housing charges, stu
dents pay for quality internet
service. This kind of quality,
accordingly, is not being re
ceived. Aside from the pointlessness of the URT Login,
there are two main problems
with the network this year.
Initially, the Cisco Software
utilized by UAH was com
pletely unsupported by its
manufacturer. Apparently
UAH was aware of this be
fore its implementation, but
continued because of the
good deal provided by Cisco.
The second major issue men
tioned was the bandwidth
limitations. The entire UAH
campus is restricted to ap
proximately 10 megabytes, al
locating 125 kilobytes to each
housing user. These numbers
are incredibly low in regards
to the size of this university.
A massive petition is con

tinuing to circulate the resi
dence halls with hundreds of
signatures already. This will
be presented in SGA in the
next few months.
Aaron Tanner, a fellow
writer for The Exponent,
brought a major issue regard
ing acceptance of individu
ality to light. As one of the
many students on campus
with Asperger's syndrome,
Tanner has noticed that stu
dents and even professors in
some cases are often reluc
tant to work with him because
of this. Asperger's Syndrome
is a form of autism that pri
marily impairs the develop
ment of social and communi
cation skills. According to
Tanner, this disorder is cur
rently the third most common
social disability in America,
surpassing Down Syndrome.
To attack this pattern of in
tolerance, Tanner proposed
an event in National Autism
Month, April, to create a
sense of awareness on cam
pus, much like PRISM's
World AIDS Day.
Although most agree that
the quality of food served in
the Cafeteria has vastly im
proved, students are still
somewhat dissatisfied with
the way things are run. "It
has gotten better but the pro
cess of improvement is still
too slow," according to SGA
House Floor Leader, Devon
Johnson. Kimberly Battle
suggested that having a "to
go" option available would
be extremely advantageous
to not only students, but the

Top Left: Simon Porter discusses the hot topic, Resnet?
Top Right: Students enjoy pizza while listening to campus
concerns
Bottom: Ryan Schueler, SGA Senator, hosts Town Hall
Meeting
cafeteria as well. While could be fixed.
Mom's does have pre-made
In response to a question
sandwiches and salads for about the University Center,
sale, Battle stated that this is a discussion regarding the
not a "reasonable to go kind ability of campus organiza
of place." To begin with, the tions to use campus facilities
food available is overpriced. for meetings and such be
Furthermore, students, espe gan. Allegedly, most of the
cially freshman, frequently offices in the UC were going
have classes at the times the to be moved to other build
cafeteria serves food. Given, ings such as Shelby King Hall
eating at Mom's is better than and Madison Hall. Obviously
nothing at all, but warm meals this transition has not hap
are a must for the wellbeing pened nor does it appear in
of most. Freshman housing the near future. As a result,
students are required to pur clubs have trouble finding
chase an eight hundred dol places to meet. Matt
lar meal plan each semester. Meduna, a member of
Generally, students are left SNAPL, mentioned that his
with large sums of non-re club has been forced to rent
fundable money on their meal out the Von Braun Civic Cen
cards by the time the semes ter for events which is incred
ter ends. With the installation ibly expensive because the
of a "to go" system in the UC refuses to allow them to
YOUNG on page15
Cafeteria, these problems

Severe Weather Season is Upon Us
By Aaron Tanner
Last Wednesday morn
ing, February 16, many stu
dents and faculty were prob
ably surprised to hear the
sound of the tornado sirens
going off. "The weather was
almost ideal for the situa
tion," says student Nathaniel
Pence. However, there was
not a storm cloud in the sky.
In fact, there was no tornado
warning at all, it was just a
test. Some students were
aware of the test going on last
Wednesday. "I heard on the
news that it was a test, so I
was not worried about it,"
says student Morgan Grimes.
However, many did not. "I
was inside in my astronomy
class and I sure thought it
was real," says Pence. What
was the deal with the siren
testing?

Last week was Alabama's state got the message out
annual severe weather aware about severe weather aware
ness week. The national ness week and what to do
weather service and the Ala during certain severe weather
bama Emergency Manage events. It is with severe
ment Association set this weather awareness week that
program up to inform Alabam- the public can be informed
ians about the dangers of about the bad weather our
severe weather. As a result of area experiences often in the
this program, a statewide spring.
blast of tornado sirens
The most common time
sounded to show if Alabam- for bad weather is the late af
ians could properly react dur ternoon. That is the time the
ing a real tornado watch or heating of the sun is at the
warning and take precautions greatest, which is what these
to protect themselves and storms feed on. However, bad
others. The Tennessee Valley weather can occur anytime of
is now headed into its spring the day, even in the middle of
severe weather season. From the night. While severe
March to May, when the weather season has not
fronts of warm moist spring started yet. now is the best
air clash with the remaining time to prepare for upcoming
chill of winter, anything from bad weather. Know where to
severe thunderstorms, to hail, go in case a real tornado warn
flooding and tornadoes can ing is issued. "It is important
sweep across the landscape. for one to know what the tor
Media outlets across the nado safety rules for the place

one is at and to have an idea
of plan before severe weather
hits as time is critical during
a tornado warning," says
Scott Worsham of the Huntsville Emergency Manage
ment Association. Worsham
also added that having some
way of receiving severe
weather warnings such as
through a cell phone or
NOAA weather radio is very
strongly recommended in
such a high prone severe
weather area as here in
Huntsville. A NOAA weather
radio is battery operated, and
can give vital information in
saving one's life when bad
weather happens. One can
program the alarm system on
the weather radio that will be
activated if Madison County
goes under any kind of se
vere weather warning. It is
especially useful late at night

TANNER on page14
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Editor's note: (The Exponent did not re
ceive a Greek Speak column for this week's
paper. However, Tom Branson of the Delta
Chi Fraternity sent us his organization's
submission, which would have been in
cluded in the Greek Speak column had we
received it. Greek community: if you have
any trouble submitting your information for
Greek Speak, feel free to do as Mr. Branson
did and send the editor a copy of your sub
mission.)

By Tom Branson
The Brothers of the Delta Chi Fraternity
are holding a fund raiser with Parisians de
partment stores. The Brothers and AM's are
selling discount cards for $5 a piece, and will
get you 20% off at Parisians on Saturday the
26th of Feb, from 10AM-9PM. On that day,
we will have 2 delegates representing the Fra
ternity at the Madison Square store. The
money raised will go towards a new chapter
house. If you would like a card, please see a
Brother. Also, for those of you who haven't
noticed, the Pirate Ship is finished. You can
see it from John Graves, passing South East
Housing, on building 606. Pirate Party will be
on the night of the 26th (NEXT SATURDAY).
Come on out, see the Ship, and have a have
a good time. For any more information about
anything... just see a brother.

Teaching: Is a *C' a Bad Grade?
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral
In 1993 it firstly appeared
the
influential
The
McDonaldization of Society.
Its author, George Ritzer, a
professor of Sociology at the
University of Maryland,
coined
the
term
"McDonaldization" to refer
the increasing rationalization
of the routine tasks of every
day life in general, taking the
case of McDonald's restau
rants as a prototype. He de
fines it in the first page of his
book
as
follows:
'McDonaldization' is "the
process by which the prin
ciples of the fast-food res
taurant are coming to domi
nate more and more sectors
of American society as well
as of the rest of the world."
Ritzer employs the term to
explain the ultimate evolution
of a number of social and eco
nomic sectors such as edu
cation, health care, entertain
ment, even politics. He him
self recognizes that to some

degree,
the
term
'McDonaldization' "has be
come part of the academic
and public lexicon." Students
can find this book edited by
Pine Forge Press (2000) at
Salmon Library. Naturally,
many critics have remarked
about this work, and some of
them have been replied to by
Ritzer in specialized journals
and articles. The main prede
cessor in Ritzer's theory is
the German philosopher, Max
Weber (1864-1920). In chap
ter two, Ritzer discusses
briefly Weber's ideas of ra
tionality and bureaucracy,
extracted mainly from
Economy and Society. Ac
cording to Ritzer, the
McDonaldization is config
ured by the satisfaction of
four principles: efficiency,
calculability, predictability
and control.
George Ritzer speeches
about
the
certain
McDonaldization of the
Academia and others have
even baptized the contempo
rary American university as
'McUniversity', on the

Caleb Christopher
Freshman, Computer Engineering
"I never used to lock my doors, but
now I always do. Overall I think it's
pretty safe, though. I mean, it's a
campus, things get stolen."

Do YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

grounds of a variety of
things. The main reasons
they argue are that textbooks
are now more predictable and
the labor in and out of the
classroom is less creative,
research and publications
are increasing in number but
decreasing in quality, a
strong emphasis in grades
and dehumanization of grad
ing system and in general,
and an increase of control
exerted by administrations
over teachers and students.
Once or twice a semester
during the last three years,
the UAH Teaching Matters
committee, conformed by Dr.
Carolyn Sanders, a professor
in the Music department,
Diana Bell and Mitch
Berbrier, both associated
professors in English and
Sociology department, re
spectively, and Sonja Givens, an assistant professor
in Communication Arts, has
been offering the teaching
community the opportunity
to talk, discuss and share
ideas about different aspects
of the daily educative labor.

Kirsten Lassauw
Freshman, FLIT
"I feel very safe on campus. I see
the police all the time so I know
they will be around if something
happens and I'll be able to reach
them."

Last Friday evening, 18, at the
Union Grove Gallery and
Meeting Hall, around twenty
young teachers at UAH
shared opinions about one of
the most vivid aspects of the
daily student life -grades and
grading.
The event was publicized
under an attractive title: "Is
'C' a bad grade?: grade distri
butions
and
the
McDonaldization of the Acad
emy." The discussions teach
ers held there were very clear
and closely related to their
experience on grading. "Is 'C'
a bad grade?", they won
dered. According to the letter
grade definition, 'C' means
"average." However, is this
the real perception students
have about a 'C'? For the ma
jority of them, it seems not.
Several professors maintained
that a clear compression of the
grade scale can be observed,
resulting in a 'C' being a bad
grade in the majority of the
cases, especially in graduate
school. They also briefly re
ferred to an average grade-'
distribution shift towards up
per letters. Thus, in the 70's,
it would be close to 'C', in the
80's to 'B' and now close to
an 'A'. Some professors no
ticed that students who real
ize they are not going to be
able to get an A or a B drop
the registration. Sometimes
the grade distribution for a
particular course at the end
of semester looks good, but
some comments need to be
said about it. Other related
topics were also touched on,
the difference and the utility
of + and - in the grades and
the real importance of them in
the GTA, the difficulties they
encounter to differentiate be
tween A and B, what the real
objective of grading system
pursue, etc. These are some
teachers' reflections and con
cerns about the topic.
I have a correction I need
to make in my book review in
last week's paper. It should
have read: "In Terry Pluto's
new book, Flase Start: How
the New Browns Were Set Up
to Fail, he explains why the
noglastic Browns many
Americans loved for decades
suddenly left Cleveland in
1995, and how the new
Browns expansion team has
been mired with problems ever
since its return in 1999."
I accidentally put they re
turned in 1995. Of course as a
Browns fan, I wish the team
never left in the first place.
Aaron Tanner
Sports Photo Correction
In last week's sports sec
tion, the names associated
with these two pictures were
incorrect. The Editor-in-Chief
apologizes for this mistake.
The correct names are shown
with the pictureson the sports
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Noted Scholar Gaisser to Lecture at UAH Soon
By Leslie Hodges

"Odietamo," "I love and
I hate." These words were
written by one of the most
famous love poets of all time
over 2,000 years ago. The

love poems of Catullus have
long been revered as a pow
erful example of the joys and
anguishes of love. It is in the
spirit of recognizing the an
cient poet and the long tradi
tion of Latin literature that Dr.
Julia H. Gaisser, the Eugenia
Chase Guild Professor in the

Humanities at Bryn Mawr
College, will lecture twice on
Friday, March 4 at the UAH
Campus. Her 11:30AM lec
ture, "Picturing Catullus,"
will be devoted to the poet,
who is known for his intense
and personal style. Her
evening lecture, at 7:00 PM,

is entitled "Why Books Sur
vive: Taste and Technology
in the Transmission of Clas
sical Texts." Both lectures
will take place on the campus
of UAH in Roberts Hall room
419, and are free and open to
the public.
These lectures are a part

of The Society for Ancient
Languages' Classics Week, a
yearly effort to bring noted
scholars to the UAH campus.
Dr. Gaisser's lectures will of
fer an exciting culmination to
the Society's year of study
ing Latin love poetry span
ning from the Augustan to

the Neo-Latin age. This
event is sponsored by The
College of Liberal Arts, The
Humanities Center,The SGA,
The Department of History,
and
The
Office of
Multicultural Affairs.

Three NASA Education Grants for UAH Students
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral
The US Space Agency,
NASA, keeps on funding
grants and awards to support
aerospace education at all
levels. A few days ago, "a
$10,9000 grant to support
hands-on aerospace educa
tion activities at UAH and
four otherAlabama universi
ties has been awarded to the
Alabama Space Grant Con
sortium (ASGC) by NASA,"
according to an Phil Gentry.
The ASGC was established in
1989, is housed in Huntsville
and contains several univer
sities and the US Space and
Rocket Center, plus several
other small colleges and
schools in Alabama. Dr. John
C. Gregory, a UAH professor
of Chemistry, is the ASGC
Director
(http://
www.uah.edu/ASGC).
The money received by
the ASGC from NASA will
support three different
projects carried out by stu
dents at UAH among others.
First, around $53,000 will be
for several Alabama univer
sities joining the Balloon Sat
ellite program. Secondly, the
Student Launch Initiative will
enjoy $36,000 to design, build
and launch hybrid rockets.
And finally, students at
UAH, as well as others in
Auburn and Tuskegee, have
received $20,000 to follow
several studies related to the

The
By Ramon Rodriguez
Perhaps you've seen cen
ter Michelle Snow crashing
the boards deep in the post
or Mosheda Pettus running
a play from the wing or point
guard Julie Richardson set
ting up UAH's offense.
Though the Lady Chargers
have struggled this season,
their three freshmen have
been learning the ropes of
college basketball while get
ting used to playing at
Spragins Hall. The three la
dies recently took some time
out to answer a few of The
Exponent's questions.This is

National Student Space
Grant "Mars Mission". This
national program is being or
ganized by NASA's Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory. Dr. John
Piccirillo and Dr. Charles
Corsetti, both from Electrical
and Computer Engineering,
are-professors in charge of
the first project at UAH, while
Dr. Marlow Moser, from Pro
pulsion Research Center, and
Dr. Gerald Karr (who is also
the Campus Director for
ASGC), from Mechanical En
gineering, are responsible for
the other two, respectively.
However, the students are
prominent in these three
projects. For instance, the
Mechanical Engineering stu
dent Scott Butson is deeply
involved in the design and
building of micro-spacecraft
to operate and collect scien
tific measurements in a Mar
tian orbit. These days you can
see flyers all around the Tech
nology Hall that explain this
project, the third one of those
above mentioned. Scott has
lots of material and you can
contact him if you want to
know
more
about
(butsons @ uah.edu). As Dr.
Karr explained to The Expo
nent, the Mars project is
around two-years old and the
University of Alabama in
Huntsville joined it last sum
mer. It was also a former GRA
student at UAH, Scott's pre
decessor, who strove to
make things roll on. She spent
last summer with some other

students in the NASA facili
ties the Jet Propulsion Labo
ratory (JPL) has in Southern
California. Propulsion of
small spacecraft is an impor
tant part of this project, but
not the only one. Students
will also study how to collect
and operate measurements of
several physical variables.
For instance, there is a rela
tively recent interest in know
ing why the Martian mag
netic field is so irregular and
so different from that of the
Earth. New designs are being
developed in the global
project to pursue an answer
to this question.
On the other side, the
project Dr. Marlow Moser is
leading through the Student
Launch Initiative was bom in
2000 and has been going
through different steps. Origi
nally, the Marshall Space
Flight Center wanted them to
build and design a rocket car
rying on a five-to-ten-pound
payload to reach 10,000 feet
altitude. Basically, a payload
is the equipment carried into
space by a space vehicle. It
includes all of the instru
ments and science experi
ments that are not essential
for the basic functioning of
the satellite, but completely
necessary for data recollec
tion and scientific experi
ments. Dr. Moser and this
group of students have been
working with other universi
ties, such as A&N. Now, the
project includes some re

quired repairs on previous
work as well as improvements
of payloads. They plan to
come over Utah and meet up
with other universities in a
competition. Now, only three
universities are involved but
this number will increase in
the short-term future.
The Student Launch Ini
tiative (SLI) has a web page
you may visit Chttp://
www.eng.uah.edu/~slil.
There you will see pictures
and more information. SLI is
also "a student-lead project"
proposed by NASA to UAH
"to offer students a way to
gain first-hand experience in
the engineering process."
Aimed to this objective a
MAE and four hundred-level
course has been offered
since them. Currently, nine
full-credit students at UAH,
undergraduate and graduate,
are involved in the project
from different fields of knowl
edge and some other people
is collaborating somehow as
well. They are looking for
ward to hearing from stu
dents willing to join them.
Regarding the Balloon
Satellite project, students
working on this project have
been taking an Electrical and
Computer Engineering De
partment (ECE) senior design
class taught by Dr. John
Piccirillo. Linda Grubbs and
Dr. Charles Corsetti, from
ECE, kindly passed on an inpreparation article to The Ex
ponent with information

about this project. The study
consists of designing, build
ing, launching and recover
ing payloads that can reach
high altitudes, around 100,000
feet, and travel downwind up
to 150 miles. These payloads
carry on two main packages.
The first contains many
kinds of sensors and devices
needed for several measure
ments: the Earth's magnetic
field, ozone levels, ultravio
let intensity, temperature and
pressure, speed of sound,
etc. The second package is
designated to transmit posi
tion information from the
payload and post all the ob
tained information into the
Internet in real-time. The bal
loon experiments also pro
duce aerial and television im
agery. People working on this
project chase and recover the
balloons after the launch.
Along with students, mem
bers of the Huntsville Ama
teur Radio Club, Dr. Michael
Newchurch (from Atmo
spheric Science), engineers
and enthusiasts as well as
other volunteers are also in
volved and contribute with
generous help on the project.
It is nice to know that all
these attractive projects are
available for undergraduate
or graduate students from
any field related to science,
engineering and technology.
So, if you like these subjects
regarding space you should
not hesitate to join them. Pro
fessors in charge of this ini

tiative are convinced that this
is a fun opportunity for stu
dents. According to the in
formation received, for Dr.
Piccirillo "the Balloon Satel
lite program continues to be
an exciting adventure..." The
quality and complexity of the
student designs is high and
the cross-country recovery
chase is a lot of fun". Also,
on the other side, Dr. Moser
explained to The Exponent
that the rockets project will
push the student to work in a
team, make him focus in one
part of the project and then
integrate all the parts in an
only big output. "The stu
dent will experience how to
integrate parts in a complex
project... And that is a lot of
fun," he said. The phone
numbers and email addresses
of people you may want to
get in contact with if you are
interested in these projects
are the following:
Scott
Butson,
butsons@uah.edu
Dr.
Gerald
Karr,
karr@eng.uah.edu. 824.6330
Dr. John Piccirillo,
jpicciri@eng.uah.edu
Dr. Charles Corsetti,
corsetc@email.uah.edu.
824.3283
Dr. Marlow Moser,
moser @ mae.uah.edu.
824.7201

Exponent
Has a Chat with Three Lady Chargers
what they had to say...

Exponent: Where are
each of you originally from?
Julie Richardson: Lincoln
County in Tennessee.
Michelle Snow: I'm from
Clarkerange, Tennessee.
Mosheda
Pettus:
Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

E: What made each one of
you decide tocome to UAH?
JR: I came to UAH be
cause it's close to home and
because there's a good bas
ketball program. I had a full
scholarship and all the girls
were really nice to me on my
visit.
MS: I came to UAH be

cause I had a full scholarship
and I knew they had a good
ball program. The girls were
all nice to me whenever I
came to visit, plus it's a good
school.
MP: What made me come
to UAH? I had a full scholar
ship for basketball. Another
reason is because I need an
education and I don't want
to work at McDonalds for the
rest of my life.

E: What is the differ
ence between high school and
college basketball?
JR: Basketball in college
is very different from high
school because everything is

not running around you. You
also have different roles on
the team.
MS: College is a lot harder
because you have to study :||
now and you also have to
adjust to a new team and
coach.
MP: In high school you
were the best, but in college
that's just not the case.. .plus
there's the shot clock.

E: Whatdo you wish to
accomplish next year and in
the next four years?
JR: In the next four years
we hope to get better as a
team and make it to the con
ference tournament.

The Lady Chargers' three freshmen: Mosheda Pettus,
Michelle Snow and Julie Richardson.
MS: Next year we hope
for a better record and to
work better as a team.
MP: I've learned that if
the team doesn't work to

www.booksforsoldiers.com

gether, we won't win very
many games. And for the next
four years...1 want to gradu
ate in four years.
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Honors Forum Calendar - Revised 2/22/2005
Spring Semester 2004-05
Tuesday-Thursday, 11:10-12:15
Dr. John S. Mebane, Director
mebanej@email.uah.edu
256.824.6451
Please note that Diane McWhorter's presentation on March 10
has been moved to Roberts Recital Hall.
Date

Presentations and Locations

March
1
Wilt Setzer, UAH Chemistry Department: "Drugs from the Cloudforest: The Search for New Medicines from Monteverde, Costa Rica," 200 Morton Hali
3
Performance by Galen Abdur-Razzaq, Jazz Fiutist. Co-sponsored by the UAH Office of Multicultural Affairs, 200 Morton Hall
10 Diane McWhorter, Author of the Pulitzer-Prize Winning Book, Carry Me Home: "The Civil Rights Movement: From Birmingham to the World." Sponsored
by the UAH Office of Multicultural Affairs, Roberts Recital Hall
15 Edwin Nunez, Research Scientist at COLSA Corporation: "Science and Pseudoscience: Some Ways to Tell the Difference." 200 Morton Hall
17 Hakeem Oluseyi; UAH Department of Physics: "Precision Cosmology?" 200 Morton Hall
29 Claudio Morales, UAH Department of Mathematical Sciences: Topic TBA, 200 Morton Hall
31 Awadh Binhazim, John Eley, and Basye Holland-Shuey: "A Christian-Moslem Dialogue," 200 Morton Hall
Free and Open to the University Community and Public

UAH needs...

000 votes a day

f
Log on, register and vote
EVERY DAY for
UAH's three nominees at:
www.hobeybaker.com

Sci-Tech
New UAH Irrigation Project Assists Local Farmers
By John Michael
Hampton
Scientists in the Atmo
spheric Science department
here at UAH are working with
Alabama A & M University,
Tuskegee University, and
Auburn University on a

study which could lead to
improved irrigation systems
for farmers across Alabama
and around the nation. This
project is funded by the state
and proposes to not just im
prove the quality of farm
lands in Alabama, but also to
increase money coming into
Alabama, according to the

http://irrigate.uah.edu/
website.
Dr. Christy stated the
facts. "Since the 1950s Ala
bama has lost close to ten
million acres of farming, due
in large part to federally-sub
sidized agriculture in western
deserts. Converting only two
million of those lost acres to

irrigated agriculture might
generate annual farm revenue
on the order of $1 billion to
$2 billion dollars. Wouldn't it
be nice to have an economic
development initiative that
brought $1 billion into the
state?" John Christy is di
rector of UAH's Earth Sci
ences Institute, housed in

theNSSTC.
The Alabama Irrigation
plan, simply stated, would
revive fields through a pro
cess where water is retained
in retention ponds during the
winter wet season. Then,
when the water is needed, it
can be released into the fields
where farming takes place.

UAH is helping farmers of
today grow the crops for the
generations of tomorrow, us
ing state-of-the-art methods.
For that, we can all be thank
ful the next time we purchase
fresh Alabama produce at the
local farmer's markets across
the state.

Charger Digital: Why I Do Not Have a Cell Phone
By Daniel Horton
I am about to make a con
fession I do not make to just
anyone. But now I am about
to make it to everyone, ironi
cally enough. I do not have
a cell phone. Yes, your
friendly resident tech colum
nist who should probably be
on top of all things geeky
does not own the major tech
nological tool of this decade.
And you know what? I have
no real desirefor one. Sure, I
could think of a lot of in
stances in the past where I
definitely could have found
a use for one. On the other
hand, I have never really been
in a store away from a land
line where I thought "Gee, I
had better call my friend to

ask him which of these shirts
I should buy".
I usually find myself feel
ing a little guilty if I spend
too much time using a long
distance phone card to call
home to my friends, family, or
fiancee. Nothing is more de
pressing than knowing that
you just spent the equivalent
of two dollars talking about
what TV shows you hate.
Having a cell phone would
only give myself more oppor
tunities to waste time and
money. With a cell phone, not
only could I do this in my
dorm room, but also while I
am at the mall, the gym, or
even grocery shopping at
Wal-Mart. I mean, if I have
this phone, I had better use
it. right?
A cell phone can also be

come the electronic leash
around your neck. If you
have a stressful job where
you are required to answer
calls from customers or fel
low workers, do you really
want them to be able to reach
you anytime and anywhere?
If you have an annoying
roommate or friend, do you
really want them to be able to
track you down no matter
where you are to rant to you?
Usually, when I am out and
away from my land line, I usu
ally do not want anyone to
be able to get in touch with
me. If the need really calls
for it, there have always been
pay phones present in pub
lic areas. However, society
is trying to force me into get
ting a cell phone as many of
these places are taking out
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pay phones recently. I sup
pose there is no advantage
to have them and no profit to
be made from them if virtu
ally everyone has a cell these
days. Aside from me of
course.
There are a few advan
tages I can definitely see from
having a cell phone. What
other device allows you to
constantly play the Super
Mario theme at the same level
that it was on the original
NES? And of course, a cell
phone would be the ultimate
distress beacon if you were
on a trip and had an unfortu
nate accident. I constantly
find myself considering get

ting a cell phone for this rea
son, as well as a few others.
Another thing which has at
tracted me to them are some
of the extra features most cell
phones offers such as games
or text messaging. But then
again, do I really want to pay
ten cents a message to have
this ten minute conversation?
"hey" "hey" "what u doin?"
"nuthin"
So, I'll make another ad
mission. I am soon going to
get a cell phone. I am hon
estly and admittedly a little
excited about getting it and
finally making a swan dive
into the twenty first century,
but then again I am a little sad

to do away with my long
standing protest of them. I
am going on a long trip with
some friends soon, and I feel
like I need one in case some
terrible accident should hap
pen to us, God forbid. But
still, I really have no great
desire for it. I just need it.
The best thing I can equate it
to is getting a shot when you
are a kid. You know you are
going to hate it, but deep
down underneath the kicking
and screaming, you know it
is for your own good and that
you will get a sucker later so
you take it anyways.
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Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Sports
Chargers Miss Sweep at Bemidji
By Chris Karigan

Ice Hockey
(14-8-4, 11-4-1)
February 18 UAH 3, Bemidji State 1
February 19 Bemidji State 3, UAH 2
February 25 at Robert Morris, 6:35 p.m.
February 26 at Robert Morris, 6:35 p.m.

Men's Basketball
(14-11,7-5)
February 19 UAH 88, #3 West Georgia 65
February 21 Lincoln Memorial (Suspended as of
Tuesday afternoon)
Upcoming Games:
February 26 at University of North Alabama, 4 p.m.

Women's Basketball
(7-19, 5-8)
February 19 West Georgia 70, UAH 56
February 21 UAH 65, Lincoln Memorial 63
Upcoming Games:
February 26 at University of North Alabama, 2 p.m.

Softball
(14-1, 0-0)
February 20 UAH 6, Benedict 0
February 20 UAH 13, Benedict 0
Upcoming Games:
February 23 Kennesaw State, 3 p.m.
February 25-27 South Region Crossover, Valdosta,
GA

Track and Field
February 25-26 Clemson Indoor, Clemson, SC

With the first leg of a three
week road trip, the Chargers
wound up at hated rival and
#1 CHA team Bemidji State.
February 18
UAH 3, BSU1
As the game began in
the John Glas Fieldhouse in
Bemidji, Minnesota, the
UAH Chargers were primed
and ready to take down the
Beavers of Bemidji State. Not
surprising, the Beavers took
up an aggressive and persis
tent offense, but UAH was
up to the task. Despite 20
shots on goal in the first pe
riod, the Beavers couldn't
score on junior goaltender
Scott Munroe, who was cred
ited with all 20 saves. UAH
amassed a paltry four shots
on goal in the first period, but
one of them counted. Junior
left wing Bruce Mulherin
nailed his 23rd goal of the
year on a Matt Montes and
Jared Ross assist at 14:55 into
the game. A little over a
minute into the second pe
riod, BSU committed a costly
hooking penalty which
would lead to another

By Ramon Rodriguez

(2-2, 0-0)
February 19 UAH 9, Martin Methodist 5
Upcoming Games:
February 25-27 Patterson Field Classic, Montgom
ery, AL
February 25 vs. North Florida, Noon
February 26 vs. Tampa, Noon
February 27 vs. Columbus State, 3 p.m.

The Lady Chargers' GSC
tournament hopes are still
very much alive. With one
game left in the regular sea
son, UAH must win on Feb
ruary 26 to qualify as the fi
nal seed in the GSC East. On
February 19 the Lady Charg
ers put their post-season
hopes on the tight-rope with
a loss to West Georgia at
Spragins Hall. UAH then
lifted its chances on Senior
Night on February 21 with an
emotional victory over Lin
coln Memorial University.
The Lady Chargers now
stand at 5-8 in the GSC and 719 overall.
Despite West Georgia's
foul trouble in the second
half, the Lady Chargers
could not avoid a 70-56 jolt
ing.
The Lady Braves took
advantage of UAH's meager
33 percent field goal shoot
ing by sparking sixteen
points off twelve offensive
rebounds and out pointing
UAH in the paint 32-20.
"The main problem was
keeping them off the offen
sive glass," said UAH coach
Jeff Keller. "We simply
weren't physical enough."
With UAH having diffi
culties adjusting to UWG the

(0-1, 0-0)
February 22 Shorter College, postponed
Upcoming Games:
February 25 UNA, 2 p.m.
February 26 Cumberland 12 p.m.

Women's Tennis
(0-1,0-0)
February 22 Shorter College, postponed
Upcoming Game:
February 25 UNA, 2 p.m.
March 9 Cumberland 12 p.m.

The Exponent would like to set the record straight
about the picture mix-up on last week's sports page.

This
is Zach
Carpenter, the
Former Charger
Basketball Player.

This is Daniel
Easterly,
the
current Charger
Basketball Player.

BSU was determined not to made his way to the bench in
let that happen. The Beavers favor of a sixth skater on the
came out of the gate strong ice. But, the tactic wouldn't
again, totaling 19 shots in the work against the Beavers.
first period. Sadly, with the Neither team could gain the
previous night's experience, advantage as time expired
Bemidji made the proper ad and the Beavers had pre
justments to the Charger de vented a Charger sweep.
Despite the loss, the
fense. The Chargers suffered
two unanswered goals in the Chargers could still viably
first period ffom BSU, at 8:41 overtake the Beavers for first
and 15:04 into the contest. place in the College Hockey
After what was surely a tense of America conference, with
first intermission, UAH was a Bemidji loss or two. The
back in action. Sophomore Chargers next travel to Moon
left wing Dominik Rozman Township, PA for a pair of
was the first to sound the contests with Robert Morris
charge for UAH on an even University on February 25
strength goal at the 2:05 mark and 26. Both games are at
in the second period, with 6:30 p.m. Be sure to check
assists from Todd Bentley UAHChargers.com for game
and David Nimmo. BSU an info and scoring updates.
swered back a little over ten Also, while you're online be
minutes later to retake a two sure to head over to
goal lead over the Chargers. www.hobeybaker.com/vote,
In the third and final period, where you can cast your
UAH didn't let up, as senior vote for the Hobey Baker
left wing Keith Rowe nailed Memorial Award, given to
his second goal of the sea best player in NCAA hockey.
son on a power play strike, UAH Chargers Craig Bushey,
8:03 into the third period with Bruce Mulherin, and Jared
assists from Craig Bushey Ross are all candidates so get
and Jeremy Schreiber. Later, on-line and vote!
with UAH still down by one
goal and time running out,
goaltender Scott Munroe

Chargers in Must-Win Situation

Baseball

Men's Tennis

Charger goal. Sophomore
center Grant Selinger would
send the puck into the net at
the 2:42 mark in the second
period, with assists from Brett
McConnachie and Steve
Canter, to put UAH up to the
tune of two goals to none.
With this, the wind in the
Beavers' sails was next to
nothing. Bemidji failed to
match their first period shots
on goal through both the first
and second periods. Unfor
tunately, Bemidji barely pre
vented a shutout, cutting the
UAH lead to one goal at 27
seconds to play in the game
on an extra skater play. With
the deficit at only one goal,
Bemidji tried to repeat and
force an overtime, but UAH
was having none of it. Senior
center Jared Ross intercepted
the puck with 17 seconds left
on the clock and delivered it
to the awaiting empty net to
cement the Charger victory.
February 19
UAH 2, BSU 3
With a weekend sweep
over theBeavers, UAHwould
tie Bemidji for a share of the
top conference seed. Still
fuming from their embarrassing loss the night before,

Lady Braves controlled most
of the action in the first half.
The Lady Chargers trailed by
as much as twelve, though
they managed to cut the lead
to 30-27 at halftime after a
Julie Richardson three-point
buzzer beater.
UWG broke loose in the
second half by sparking a 227 run that left UAH reeling.
The Lady Chargers had only
scored nine points by the
11:29 mark.
UAH stayed in range and
managed to cut the score to
60-50 when the Lady Braves
began struggling with foul
trouble. However, by scoring
only six points in the last four
minutes, UAH could not
overcome West Georgia.
"We didn't shoot well
near the end and we didn't
Finish the opportunities we
had," Keller said.
Forward Kellye Barr
notched a double-double to
lead the Lady Chargers with
twelve points and twelve-rebounds in thirty-five minutes
of play.
UWG's Tai Ellis put up a
seventeen point perfor
mance, while Natasha
Liggins chipped in fourteen.
Senior Dori Wimberly
knew that the season would
come to a bitter end if the
Lady Chargers slipped

The Lady Chargers huddle together before a GSC
showdown against Lincoln Memorial University.

against Lincoln Memorial,
With the season hanging in
the balance, Wimberly
poured in fifteen points and
a career-high ten boards to
lead the Lady Chargers past
LMU 65-63 on UAH's Senior
Night.
"This is very exciting but
most importantly we won and
that's the main thing," said a
humble Wimberly. "We had
to step it up, we needed this
game."
Wimberly's visits to the
free throw line were key down
the stretch. She claimed
seven free throws and also
grabbed five offensive
boards, which were vital in
toppling
the
Lady
Railsplitters down the
stretch.
"Dori played outstanding
in her final home game," said
UAH coach Jeff Keller. "She

got big rebounds and hit big
shot after big shot for us. It
was a fitting end for such a
great person."
Kellye Barr put up another
doublerdouble to comple
ment UAH with twelve points
and thirteen rebounds.
Though the Lady Charg
ers shot a poor 33 percent
from the field, their defense
limited LMU severely to a
petty 35 percent. By halftime,
the Lady Railsplitters only
held a 32-28 advantage.
Three pointers by Candice
Robinson, Jessica Russell
and Lindsey Schlosser gave
UAH the edge in the second
half. With both teams ex
changing buckets, a free
throw by Wimberly gave the
Lady Chargers a definite 4948 lead with 6:26 to goWimberly later stretched the
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UAH Softball Defines Domination
By Chris Karigan

Tigers, in a five inning con
test. Junior SS Kellie Corder
got things started on a two
With one tournament run home run in the top of
sweep behind them, the the third inning. As the game
Chargers were ready to show progressed, UAH just left the
up the competition at the Tigers behind. The Charg
West Georgia tournament.
ers finished the game with
February 18
nine runs and five batters
GSU0,UAH3
averaging .500 or over
Despite the shutout (Kristin Spencer, Kellie
win, the GSU Hurricanes Corder, Ashley Potter, Christy
proved to be competition for Andrews, and Summer
the Chargers, holding the ex Reeves). Junior pitcher
plosive UAH offense to just Lindsey Skinner (5-1) got the
three runs. The Chargers win on the mound for the
started off the score in the top Chargers, with just one
of the third inning. Junior SS earned run and five hits.
Kellie Corder got the first RBI
February 19
GSU1.UAH7
on a fielder's choice, while
UAH decided to start
RF/LB Stephanie Pinto
brought home the second on scoring early in the second
a base hit single. Freshman game with Georgia South
3B Ashley Camp would bring western, as sophomore RF/
home the final UAH run on a IB Stephanie Pinto nailed a
ground out in the sixth inning. solo home run shot in the top
Freshman pitcher Jenni of the first. The Hurricanes
Smithson (3-0) picked up the would answer back in the
win for UAH with only one bottom of the second to tie
the score at one run apiece,
hit in seven innings.
but the Chargers would come
BUI, UAH 9
Next up for the Charg up big in fourth inning, scor
ers was the Benedict College ing five runs on GSU. UAH

would add one more in the
sixth to take a six run victory.
Junior pitcher Lindsey Skin
ner (6-1) got her fourth vic
tory in a row with five hits
and one earned run.

UAH9,CAU0
In their final game of
the tournament against the
Clark-Atlanta Lady Panthers,
the Chargers dominated once
again. UAH would score in
every single inning, with a
team batting average of .542,
and home runs by sopho
more RF Stephanie Pinto and
freshman 2B Ashley Tate.
The Lady Panthers never got
their motor started, totaling
just three hits for the entire
game. Freshman pitcher
Courtney Hudson (1-0) got
the win for UAH, pitching
the first four innings with just
two hits, while Jenny Hess
took the fifth and final inning
for the Chargers.
February 20

BU0,UAH6
The Chargers faced off
against Benedict College for
a double-header, making
three games with the Tigers

over three days. Offensively,
the Chargers stayed strong
as junior SS Kellie Corder
smacked her third home run
of the season and picked up
three RBIs. Sophomore P
Jenny Hess (3-0) picked up
the win, giving up just one
hit to the Tigers over seven
innings.

Highlights
Photos by Heather Evans

BU 0, UAH 13
Once again, the Charg
ers exerted their dominance
over the BC Tigers offen
sively and defensively.
Sophomore C Stephanie
Pinto delivered a home run for
the Chargers, with three hits.
Freshman pitcher Jenni
Smithson (4-0) recorded her
first ever no-hitter, striking
out 13 batters for a season
total of 42 strikeouts.
With the weekend
sweep, the Chargers im
proved to (14-1) going into
their home opener with No. 2
Kennesaw State on February
23 at the Kiwanis Sportsplex,
at 3p.m. Be sure to make your
way out and cheer on the
Chargers in this top ten
match-up!

Lady Charger Senior Dori Wimberly is recog
nized in her final home game with her parents
Don and Deanne Wimberly.

Brothers Lead March Past Martin
By Heather Evans
Sports Editor

Senior Charger pitcher
Tyde Meadows picked up his
first win of the season, while
his brother Trai Meadows led
the offensive attack from the
plate in the UAH win over
Martin Methodist College
this past weekend.
UAH faced off against
the NAIA challenger on Sat
urday, February 19 on
Martin's home field in
Pulaski, Tennessee.
Things started out a
little rough for the Chargers
in the showdown as the
MMC Red Hawks went up
four to zero in the first inning.
Tyde Meadows gave up four
hits to Martin, before strik
ing out a batter to help end
the inning.

Yet after the first inning,
the Chargers took control of
the game and never looked
back. The second inning saw
UAH accumulating 2
homeruns and five hits while
scoring four runs. Senior Trai
Meadows started off the rally
with a homerun, followed by
a Jon Taylor single. Short
stop Ryan Bowerman sent
Taylor home with another
homerun for the inning.
Catcher Brian Nash doubled,
then left fielder BJ Cranford
singled to right field while
hitting in Nash's pinch run
ner Tobias Kelley.
The third inning saw
the Chargers and Red Hawks
each collecting a single run,
tying the score at five a piece.
But the Charger defense
proved to be too much for
Martin as they did not score
again in the contest. Yet the

Chargers continued to assert
their power from the plate as
they went on to add ten hits
and five runs to the final tally.
The Chargers sealed up the
victory with a 9-5 decision.
Posting impressive
stats for the Chargers in the
victory was first baseman
Meadows who was five-offive from the plate, including
the second inning homer.
Also bolstering the overall
offensive effort was third
baseman Jon Taylor, whose
2-of-5 performance included
a fifth inning homerun and
two RBI's.
After a rocky start in
the first, Tyde Meadows (11) went on to collect the win
for the Chargers. Assisting
Meadows from the mound
was Freshman Brandon
Wallace, Freshman Jordan
Steele, and Senior Clay

Doggett, who together shut
out Martin in the final five
innings by only giving up
one more run in the Charger
victory.
Doggett, who played
his first two years of colle
giate baseball at Martin Meth
odist, praised the Chargers in
the win by saying, "It was
great to go back and beat
Martin on their home field."
The Chargers will now
carry their 2-2 record into the
Patterson Field Classic this
weekend in Montgomery,
Alabama. UAH will face off
against North Florida, Tampa,
and Columbus State. The
Chargers will then return to
Joe Davis Stadium in a March
2nd showdown against
Kennesaw State at 4 p.m. to
open up the season at home.
Hope to see you all there!

Charger Seniors Marcus Benford, Thiago
Carvalho, and Jamie Gardner are honored for their
basketball careers at UAH before their final game
at Spragins Hall.

The Lady Chargers Softball Teams is present
with their banner for making it to the 2004 NCAA
Regional Softball Tournament.

Senior Night Has Unexpected End
By Heather Evans
Sports Editor

After upsetting the third
ranked University of West
Georgia Braves on Saturday
night, the Chargers were all
set to head into their final
game of the 2005 season at
Spragins Hall. Senior Night
got off to a great start with
the Lady Chargers winning
their game and keeping their
GSC tourney hopes alive. The
recognition of this year's Se
niors in between the Men's
and Women's games was
also something to remember.
Yet the startling conclusion
of the night was nothing less

than unexpected.
The Chargers came out
ready to play in the Senior
Night Spectacle against Lin
coln Memorial University by
going up 44-26 at halftime. At
the start of the second half
LMU attempted a comeback,
yet the Chargers would have
none of it by gaining their
largest lead of the game (5838) with a slam dunk by se
nior Jamie Gardner off of a
perfect lob from sophomore
Jason Smith with 15:53 left in
the game
LMU then went on an
other rally, but were stopped
with the set up of a seemingly
perfect play by the three Se
nior Chargers. After a LMU

shot attempt was blocked by
Gardner, Senior Thiago
Carvalho came up with the
loose ball and found Senior
Marcus Benford on the wing.
Benford went in for the dunk,
was violently fouled, and fell
to the floor hitting his head.
The game then came to a
sudden stop with 13:59 left
on the clock.
Benford was down for
nearly twenty minutes as the
shocked crowd sat in silence.
The paramedics arrived and
carried the injured player
away as the crowd responded
with hushed applause. Offi
cials and school representa
tives decided to suspend
play until a more definite out

come could be reached.
As of Tuesday afternoon,
Benford had been released
from the hospital and was re
ported to be resting at home.
He sustained a concussion
and stitches above his left
eye.
Saturday night's game
against the University of
West Georgia proved to be
all UAH in this rematch of
two GSC East Division teams.
West Georgia had defeated
the Chargers earlier in the
season to the tune of 63-77.
But the sharp shooting of the
UAH offense earned the
Chargers a spot in the Gulf
South Conference Tourna-

EVANS on page 14

The Lady Chargers Cross Country Team is rec
ognized for their achievements as the 2004 Gulf
South Conference Women's Cross Country Cham
pions.
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SGA Review

SGAQ&A
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

Campbell Approved to the Senate
By Joseph Terrell
Ashley Campbell sur
vived a vote by Senate mem
bers during Monday's Sen
ate meeting to become the
newest member of the UAH
SGA Senate. She will serve
as a freshman representative,
since the Senate constitu
ency is divided by academic
standing (freshman, sopho
more, junior, senior, gradu
ate). SGA President Eric
Thacker addressed the Sen

ate on her behalf, giving his
recommendation for her as
cension to the Senate and
officially swearing her in af
ter she was approved.
In his President's report,
Thacker announced that the
search for a new Vice-Presi
dent for Enrollment Services
is over and thanked the Sen
ate for their work in organiz
ing the Town Hall meeting
held last Wednesday. He also
congratulated the Senate on
the efforts made in advertis
ing the upcoming House of

Representatives elections.
The final congratulation
went to Senator Samuel
Parks, Chair of the Rules
Committee, for being the cata
lyst in the recent 'wave' of
legislation which has made its
way through the Senate.
President Thacker remarked,
"Sam has set an incredible
precedent."
In other Senate news, the
resolution which was tabled
last week (SR 04-05.04) was
reintroduced in its amended
form, where it faced another

vote by the Senators. The
revised version of SR 0405.04 passed. This legislation
congratulates two local high
schools on their success in
the "We the People" consti
tution competition.
Next week's Senate meet
ing will be held after the as
sembly meeting, in UC 126.
Copies of all legislation are
available in UC 106 (the SGA
office), and on the SGA
website (accessible through
the UAH homepage).

Moore New Speaker of the House
By Madison Young
An official SGA Assembly
was called this week to host
a talk about the events of
Higher Education Day on
March third. Dr. Joan
Williamson of the UAH Nurs
ing Department provided a
brief history of this organiza
tion and its purpose. Essen
tially, the Higher Education
Partnership was formed to
protect the higher educa
tional system of Alabama
which has been threatened
for a long time by lack of state
funding and recognition. Dr.
Williamson began by men
tioning the fact that tuition
at UAH has risen approxi
mately 49 percent over the
past ten years. Each year, stu
dents and faculty from uni
versities all over Alabama
travel to Montgomery to rally
on the steps of the Capitol
Building. Through student
participation, legislators are
forced to recognize the mag
nitude of this issue and the
fact that the wellbeing of this
state necessitates quality
education. A bus will be leav
ing at about six thirty the
morning of March 3. Those
interested should contact ei
ther Dr. Joan Williamson or
Candice Rigsby, the student
director of the Higher Educa
tion Partnership at UAH. Ms.

Name: Samuel Parks
Major: Management
Academic Standing: Freshman
SGA House: Senate
Position: Rules Committee Chair
Question: What do you like most about being a
member of the SGA?
Answer: I like being able to help students in
ways that are applicable to their daily lives.
Question: What achievements are you most
proud of (in SGA)?
Answer: My work with the club charter revo
cation policy.
Question: What prompted you to join SGA?
Answer: I have always wanted to leave a last
ing mark on the university.
Question: What else do you hope to accom
plish while in the SGA?
Answer: I would like to make the SGA more
accessible to the students and the students more
accessible to the SGA.

Ri|sby is very enthusiastic
about this year's rally and is
encouraging all students to
attend as it will be considered
an excused absence from
classes. Also, she is looking
for passionate and dedicated
students who may be inter
ested in taking her position
as she has recently gradu
ated.
As the two branches of
the student government
split, the muffled voices of
representatives revealed un
expected information. After
Devin Johnson called the
meeting to order, a few min
utes of anticipation passed
before Jeremy Harper,

Speaker of the House, for
mally announced his resigna
tion from SGA. His basic rea
son for leaving is school.
Without the massive chunk
of time and effort required for
this kind of position in SGA,
he will be able to focus more
on studying and doing well
in classes. As this is a place
centered on education, his
intentions do seem to be in
the right spot. Erik Thacker,
President, mentioned that in
an earlier House caucus, Rep
resentatives decided that ap
pointing House Clerk, Laura
Moore, as a representative
for the College of Liberal Arts
would not be out of order.

Therefore, Ms. Moore was
sworn in. Right after this,
nominations for the new
Speaker of the House took
place resulting in only one
candidate, Laura Moore. The
vote seemed unanimous as
she immediately took the
newly-vacant position. After
nearly a month of little activ
ity, the SGA House will most
likely see a lot more action
driven by Moore. In fact,
right after being appointed,
she got down to business
taking ideas and suggestions
about the coming month. Jer
emy Harper will surely be
missed as a major participant
in student government. How
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ever, it seems that he has
passed the hypothetical
torch onto a responsible and
reliable individual.
The Finance Committee
presented two Special Fund
ing requests this week. First,
Carol Steelman, former Vice
President of SGA, spoke on
behalf of the Society of
Women Engineers (SWE).
This group has raised nearly
three hundred dollars for a
trip to the regional conference
in Auburn, Alabama. This
gathering will be beneficial
for the organization regard
ing leadership skills and
chapter strength. This is the
first year in a long time that
SWE has been a nationally
recognized chapter due to the
previous drop in member
ships. SWE asked SGA for a

total of four hundred dollars
for the trip. The request was
approved. Secondly, Sigma
Tau Delta, an honors English
society of UAH, also applied
for funds for travel. The cur
rent president was invited to
a conference in Kansas City,
Missouri for three days to
present her research and meet
with various esteemed writ
ers. The knowledge she gains
from this event will be advan
tageous for other members in
future years.Sigma Tau Delta
raised roughly three hundred
dollars and requested four
hundred and fifty. As it may
be possible for her to find a
cheaper airline ticket, Erik
Branch, Finance Committee,
only recommended the fund
ing of three hundred and fifty.
This motion passed.
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sports @ exponent.uah.edu
Shonnekv Langham, Entertainment
Editor
entertain@exponent.uah.edu
Dr. Mitch Berbrier, Advisor
berbrim@email.uah.edu
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Cat's Cradle Rocks
By Shonneky Langham
Entertainment Editor

Entertanment
Constantine More Good Than Evil
By Nathaniel Pence

Kurt Vonnegut has long been thought by
many to be eccentric and eclectic. Known
for his futuristic stories and intricate plots,
Vonnegut has been a major cult literary fig
ure for decades. I, however, had only the
vaguest notion of who Kurt Vonnegut was
and what his writing represented. All I can
say after having read him is that I am a new
fan and for reasons you might not expect.
The book I read by Mr. Vonnegut is en
titled Cat's Cradle. The novel is set on a quiet
little South American island, isolated from
the main world and full of poor, indigenous
peoples who seem to not notice or not care
about their plight in life. Enter a character
named Bokonon who comes into the coun
try and creates a new "religion" which is
quickly outlawed by the reigning govern
ment, whose leader secretly practices the
religion, along with everybody else in the
country. Many wonderful twists occur in this
story and many of the characters, completely
unknown to each other at first, become
acutely connected to each other and the
events in each other's lives.
I loved this book so much because
Vonnegut has so much fun poking fun at the
truths that many citizens of all nations hold
to be the most important. With an engaging
satiric wit, the author makes us understand
the fragility that so many of our strongly
held beliefs are built upon. The author main
tains a matter-of-fact tone throughout the
novel, even when skewering the reader's
behavior. This keeps the book from lapsing
into "preachiness" and self- righteousness
smugness. Even the cruelest indictments
upon human behavior are softened by the
author's use of humor. I was laughing out
loud in one minute and sadly pondering the
fate of mankind in the next.
Perhaps this is the main reason why Kurt
Vonnegut's writing has gained a sort of cult
following. His novels are pure social com
mentary, satirically written and hugely satis
fying. After reading and loving cat's cradle I
quickly went and picked up other books by
Mr. Vonnegut and his writing pretty much
remains the same throughout the novels I've
read. It's unfair to call his books morality
tales, but it's certainly fair to say that his
novels paint pictures of our world that could
certainly be used as warnings. In Cat's Cradle
the writing has a rather fatalistic view of
mankind's future, while at the same time of
fering hope to those of us who realize that
the world is in trouble and want to see it
changed.
Should you read this book? The answer
is a resounding yes! It's not only entertain
ing, but it raises deep questions about soci
ety and mankind in an entertaining, whimsi
cal way. You could definitely do worse whiling away a dreary afternoon. I leave you with
these words, borrowed from the books of
Bokonon and written, hopefully, for the edi
fication of all:
"Live by the foma* that make you brave
and kind and healthy and happy." •harm
less untruths

For the past few years,
movies that have their roots
in the comics (or graphic
novel) industry have become
a staple for Hollywood. That
is not to say it's a bad thing
because many comics are
very much worthy of more
recognition. However, once it
transitions to the big screen,
it may help to have knowl
edge of the comic's contents
before you watch it. Such is
the case with Constantine.
This movie, which is
based on the graphic novel
series Hellblazer, jumps right
into showing us exactly what
type of things Keanu Reeves'
character is supposed to do;
he performs exorcisms and
attempts to send demon-hu
man hybrids back to Hell. He
does both while smoking the
cigarettes that are speeding
up his eventual demise and
socializing with his es
tranged group of occult

friends. The character of
Constantine is a bit monoto
nous in doing these things
because he has only one goal
in mind: He is trying to earn a
spot in Heaven.
As it stands, Constantine
is destined for Hell because
he killed himself 20 years prior
(a naughty in Catholic faith,
as dictated in the film) and
was brought back to life. The
reason he killed himself is
because he can see the hy
brids that roam the Earth.
They attempt to keep the bal
ance between Good and Evil
as God and Satan are not al
lowed to intervene directly.
An angel hybrid informs us
that he must make some sort
of personal sacrifice in order
to get in with the graces of
God and since Constantine is
only doing it for personal
gain, he will not ever attain
what he truly wants. Time is
running out for Constantine
too because he has lung can
cer and has become involved
in a mystery surrounding a
latently psychic detective

named Angela Dodson and
her crazy sister, ultimately
leading up to Satan's son at
tempting to be born on Earth.
And so the groundwork
is laid for a movie that aims
to please visually. Rachel
Weisz plays both Angela and
Isabel (the dead twin sister)
in such a nice performance
that you might forget that she
portrayed such a klutzy
woman in those Mummy
films. Reeves, though, pulls
off some rather bland diction
in much the same fashion that
he did in those Matrix films,
but that could easily be at
tributed to the fact that his
character has been told for 20
years that he is going to Hell.
Shia LeBeouf is quite comi
cal in this movie as Chaz, the
aspiring
sidekick
to
Constantine, though he does
seem to disappear for multiple
frames at a time.
Before viewing the film, I
only knew that it came from a
comic entitled Hellblazer and
I thought I could simply
watch it like I did Hellboy and

Reeves aiming to get back
out of Hell

catch up as the film pro
gressed. What Hellboy failed
to do for me though was ig
nite some seminal urge to go
out and see what it was all
about after the fact. With
Constantine, I feel like learn
ing just a smidge more about
the guy who went to Hell and
back and is trying like hell to
stay away. Three and a half
out of five dancing pandas
for this film.

West is Hip-Hop's Driving Force
By Ramon Rodriguez

If hip-hop was ever con
sidered a dying musical
genre, Kanye West's compel
ling performance at the 47th
annual Grammy Awards
seemed to revive the hopes
<5f urban aficionados.
After accepting three
awards in ten different cat
egories, West appeared on
stage to perform his awardwinning "Jesus Walks." Leg
endary soul crooner Mavis
Staples sang his gospel clas
sic "I'll Take You There"
alongside the Blind Boys of
Alabama to introduce Kanye,
who staged his death in a
black suit, only to reemerge
in a white suit with shining
wings. Actor Kevin Bacon
later joked with southern rap
per Ludacris about being
saved by watching West per
form, but the joke was hardly
one—the truth is that West
is the sliver of hope left in
hip-hop.
The intensity of West's
performance is one that has
defined his work ethic and
influence on hip-hop in the
past few years. Whether it is
Nas or Norah Jones who he
is collaborating with, Kanye
provides his popularized
sped-up soul-sampled tracks
for only the top artists in the

music industry. The self-proclaimed "urban preppy" has
single-handedly rejuvenated
other artists' careers such as
Twista, while changing the
feel and direction of hip-hop
production and creativity.
Kanye West is an
anomaly, the most unlikely to
be the one paving the way
for hip-hop. He does not pos
sess the intimidating pres
ence of a DMX or the lyrical
abilities of a The Notorious
B.I.G However, Kanye West
has been able to perfectly
blend nearly every musical
element to create a sound that
has not been heard since hiphop's golden age, with pink
sweaters, backpack and all.
Back in 2001 Kanye West
was still an unknown even
after shaping Jay-Z's The
Blueprint into a masterpiece.
Though many A-list produc
ers such as Timbaland, Just
Blaze and Track Masters
flocked to collaborate with
Jay-Z, Kanye stood out the
most, blessing Jay's sixth
solo album with a soulful vibe.
By sampling vintage sounds
from the 70s, songs such as
"Heart of The City," "Izzo
(H.O.V.A.)," and "Song Cry"
were born. The instrumental
versatility and depth of
Kanye's production allowed
a new hip-hop generation to
appreciate and demand more
from the man behind the

boards.
Kanye's mass appeal
would come from creating
more of this magic for MCs
like Lil Kim, Scarface and
Beanie Sigel to name a few.
By 2003 Kanye had estab
lished himself as the premier
producer in the hip-hop in
dustry, while planning to re
lease his own debut. Most
critics scoffed at the fact that
a producer would turn rapper,
since there had been previ
ously failed attempts (Irv
Gotti, Jermaine Dupri, Swizz
Beats, etc.). It took a near-fa
tal car accident to spawn a
single ("Through the Wire")
that
would
convince
naysayers that Kanye West
could do more than structure
tracks.
Released only a year ago,
The College Dropout is a
five-star masterpiece already
being considered a modern
day classic. Kanye's impec
cable production features allstar appearances from Jay-Z,
Ludacris, Twista, Mos Def
and more. West's lyrics may
not be in the same league as
Rakim or Big Pun, but by en
compassing and balancing
the every-day topics of regu
lar people, The College
Dropout shines in its own
right. On "All Falls Down"
Kanye analyzes and criticizes
hip-hop's fascination with
materialism. He expands his

versatility with humorous
skits and tracks "The New
Workout Plan" and "Get 'Em
High," featuring Common
andTalib Kweli. "Spaceship"
wittily recounts the experi
ences of working during col
lege while"Slow Jamz" revis
its the soul-charged days of
Teddy Pendergrass and
Gladys Knight. The intensity
of the haunting "Jesus
Walks" and the lyrical intri
cacy in "Two Words" estab
lish Kanye's verse inflection.
Quite simply, Kanye West
proves that materialism, reli
gion, humor, bitterness and
self-consciousness can co
exist without contradicting
one another, that flamboy
ance can be paired with hu
mility, that creativity need not
be sacrificed for commercial
acclaim. And look around—
how many hip-hop heads
does one see dressed with
sweaters and button-up
shirts?
Kanye West is currently
working on his sophomore
album expected to be released
in late 2005. West is also help
ing violinist Miri Ben-Ari
promote her debut album for
a release later this year. With
originality in hip-hop slack
ing these days, Kanye West
is hip-hop's driving force,
aiming to redirect and rede
fine what hip-hop will become
for years to come.
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Events Plentiful for Black History Month Celebrations
By Dione Bailey
Huntsville businesses
and public places have put
together educational and en
tertaining programs focused
on the history and most re
cent accomplishments of
blacks in celebration of black
history month.
Parisian sponsored an
art, music, and entertainment
black history month program
February 5, at the Madison
Square Mall. The program
took a glimpse into the Afri
can American culture where

family and friends could re
flect and be informed of his
torical moments for black
people.
Rosie Douglas, who is the
head of organizing for the
program each year, said they
usually do receive a good
turn out each year from shop
pers and family members of
the participants.
UAH Anointed Gospel
Choir was among the many
volunteers who contributed
to the program.
"I appreciate people like
Parisians and the partici
pants. I want to make people

aware of our culture. We
could do more, which some
organizations are, but there
is so much you can do. Hope
fully next year there will be
more," says Douglas.
The Huntsville Museum
of Art is an organization that
can be seen doing more in
celebration for the commu
nity. They prepared several
programs for the month of
February in relation to black
history.
The museum held a jazz
celebration called "Celebrat
ing Black History thru Jazz,"
which was sponsored by the

Tennessee Valley Jazz Soci
ety-Huntsvi lie.
Uthman Abdur-Rahman,
an associate professor of art
from the Art and History De
partment of UAH, presented
a slide lecture called "Harlem
Revisited: Reflections, Reac
tions, Rewards." The
museum's communication di
rector, Allison Gregg, be
lieves this is informative be
cause of the personal rela
tionship Abdur-Rahman has
with some of the artists.
Earlier in the month, mu
seum visitors were treated to
the African American Artist

Film Series, which ran from
February 3 to February 17.
The brief films focused on
three African American art
ists per scheduled day. After
hearing about the artist in the
films, the exhibits are easier
to understand.
The majority of African
American artists from earlier
eras painted landscapes or
pictures of white people. As
you walk down the aisle view
ing the paintings, you can
sense the character in them
as the painting begins to
change. According to Gregg,
"You begin to see, from the

same artist, paintings now
with African Americans in
them right through the Harlem
Renaissance."
"After visitors have
viewed the film, they will be
equipped with background
knowledge when viewing the
art. Most times people look
at art and don't understand
it. These films give a greater
understanding of the artist
from different time periods,"
explained Gregg.

U2 Teach Us How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb
By Clay Johnson

Larry Mullen, Jr. Adam
Clayton. The Edge. Bono.
Individually they are, respec
tively: a drummer, a bass
player, a guitarist (with appar
ently the coolest name ever),
and a political activist who
sometimes poses as a singer.
Collectively these four men
form that audio assault asso
ciation known only as U2.
U2 is a well-traveled unit,
having traversed a lonely
desert of earnest, straightfor
ward righteousness dis
guised as arena-ready experi
mental rock only to emerge
in the nineties as battle-weary
ironic purveyors of—what
else?—arena-ready uber-experimental rock. Just when
many had given up on them
for good after some commer
cial left turns, the Irish quar
tet reemerged in the year 2000
with All That You Can't
Leave Behind, a sort of fu
sion of their two artistic peri
ods which managed to truly
touch upon the human con
dition. Not that U2 ever had
any trouble doing that, but
they did so on that album
without any possible peril

ous parody.
2000's album also allowed
U2 to sup on the nectar of
commercial viability once
more. So now they have re
turned to the scene which
embraced them so warmly
four years ago to impart more
music to the masses. A
couple of months ago, you
may have seen them if you
happened to glance toward
the music section at your lo
cal Barnes & Noble, as they
only graced the cover of ev
ery Rolling Stone, Spin, and
Rolling Stone/Spin rip-off
known to man. Not only that,
but those wacky Irish
boys—gasp!—actually
"sold out" by contributing to
their first ever television
commercial and product en
dorsement deal. Bono and
company are simply enam
ored with that space-age
wonder, Apple's iPod.
The commercial for that
product is probably one of
the places you first heard the
first single from their latest
album, How to Dismantle an
Atomic Bomb. Many critics
have picked on U2 for not
digging deep into the
trenches of an expressly po
litical record, considering
Bono's iconic status as the

celebrity activist of the
hipster scene along with the
state of the world. Most
probably took the title of the
album to indicate the pres
ence of a hardcore political
statement within the jewel
case housing this album, but
it is not to be.
No, How to Dismantle an
Atomic Bomb instead treads
territory very familiar to that
ofU2's previous outing. The
human condition is the
album's focus, allowing
those of all political stripes
to be touched by the senti
ment expressed, to indeed
identify with the ideas con
tained on the disc.
Five of the tracks on the
album stress the importance
of feeling. Lines like "You
give me something Ican feel"
and "Do you feel anything at
all?" express this, while lines
such as "The more you know
the less you feel" and "The
only pain is to feel nothing at
all" weave a tapestry incor
porating the concept of feel
ing alongside the other key
elements of life explored sev
eral times on the recording:
knowledge, heartbreak, and
pain, among others.
The aforementioned "Ver
tigo," of iPod commercial

fame, starts out the festivities
on Atomic Bomb. A pseudo
love song which comes off
as more of feel-good sonic
blast, the song is adorned
with chunky guitar and glim
mers of shimmer around the
edges. "Vertigo" is to this
album as "Elevation" was to
All That You Can't Leave
Behind: a brilliant piece of
gobbledygook.
"Sometimes You Can't
Make It On Your Own" is
quite the beautiful, heartfelt
ballad from Bono. A universally-relatable song, it rings
true in the same way as
Achtung Baby's "One" did
with its lyric "We get to carry
each other." This song con
tains that same concept, yet
reveals itself as a personal
statement from Bono with
these, among other, words:
"Can you hear me when I
sing? You're the reason I
sing. You're the reason why
the opera is in me" and
"Don't leave me here alone."
Bono's father, an opera
singer, died in 2001.
Much of the album thrives
sandwiched between alter
nating or simultaneous cas
cading, glittery showers of
effects-infused guitar and
dense piledriving founda

tional riffs. Songs such as
the "Miracle Drug" and "City
of Blinding Lights" are ex
amples of this formula, with
the latter being a sweeping
sonic showstopper.
"Love and Peace or Else"
introduces a hot injection of
swinging sensibility to the
mix while introducing slight
political themes, allowing for
an interesting juxtaposition.
"A Man and a Woman,"
meanwhile, is a sort-of love
song with lovely acoustic
touches. Elsewhere, Bono
still hasn't found what he's
looking for, but he is "One
Step Closer" to knowing on
a song that, interestingly,
gives special thanks to Noel
Gallagher, presumably of Oa
sis, and is a chiming rumina
tion which is classicist U2.
How to Dismantle an
Atomic Bomb is a powerful
album in its aural atmosphere
and in the sentiment which
fuels that aspect of this work.
U2 are a veteran band and
they know what they're do
ing. This record is cohesive
and intricately woven, and its
reach extends such that we
can all find something famil
iar while trapped in its grasp.
The Edge continues to prove
a guitar wizard, spinning

Phantom of the Opera is Really Fantastic
By Courtney Mixon
If you are interested in
seeing an entertaining and
engaging movie, go see "An
drew Lloyd Webber's The
Phantom of the Opera." Di
rected by Joel Schumacher,
this movie is a spectacular
adaptation of the hit Broad
way show. The story, the
music, and the actors add up
to an enthralling performance.
Set in Paris in the late
1800's, "Phantom" tells the
story of a young girl, Chris
tine (played by Emmy
Rossum), who is catapulted
into the opera spotlight un
der the watchful eye of the
Phantom, her mysterious tu
tor. The Phantom (played by

Gerard Butler), who lives in
the depths of the Paris Opera
House, is in love with Chris
tine. He haunts the opera
house and makes outlandish
demands on the company in
order to further her fame. The
Phantom's plans for Chris
tine and his love for her are
threatened with the arrival of
Raoul (played by Patrick Wil
son), a new sponsor of the
opera house. Christine and
Raoul are childhood sweet
hearts, and as their relation
ship grows close, it maddens
the Phantom. When the
company's managers do not
meet the Phantom's demands,
the mysterious figure wreaks
havoc on the opera house
and company.
The movie's captivating

musical score enhances the
dramatic plot. Andrew Lloyd
Webber is a musical genius,
and his talent is seen in this
movie. Because it is set in an
opera house, the movie is a
musical within a musical,
which is an interesting twist.
Some of the songs are opera
performances in the opera
house. Webber mixes oper
atic songs with electric
sounds throughout the
movie to create a unique mu
sical experience. Gerard
Butler's breathy voice per
fectly
captures
the
Phantom's longing for Chris
tine. Emmy Rossum's voice
is melodic and sweet much
like her character, Christine.
There are many musical per
formances in the movie and

all of them are great, but the
best are probably "Angel of
Music" and "The Point of No
Return." Both mix opera and
electric sounds and hauntingly depict the power the
Phantom has over Christine.
"The Phantom of the Opera"
is overall a very entertaining
and good movie. However,
there are parts that were not
needed. The movie opens in
the dilapidated opera house
in the 1920's and the film is
black and white. Throughout
the movie, the director, Joel
Schumacher, incorporates
more black and white scenes.
The first black and white
scene was important to the
plot, as well as the last scene.
But the many other black and
white scenes in the movie

were not needed. They were
confusing because the char-
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golden threads which glitter
in the light as they form a
sonic cocoon to incubate the
songs of the band. Mean
while, Bono continues to soar
well above the safety of that
warm haven, piercing its shell
with a soulful and laser-inci
sive voice that cements the
man as one of the premier
frontmen of the industry. U2
have delivered once again,
proving why they are consid
ered by many to be the great
est band on the planet.
Carmike 10
MOVIE TIMES
Times valid
on Thursdays only

Because of Winn Dixie
12:00 12:45 2:25 3:10
4:50 5:35 7:15 8:00 9:40|
Boogey Man 1:10 1:30
3:20 3:40 5:30 5:50
7:40 8:00 9:50 10:10
Coach Carter 1:05 4:15
7:05 9:45
Finding Neverland 1:30
4:00 7:10 9:30
Million Dollar Baby
12:45 4:00 7:00 9:40
National Treasure 1:05
4:15 7:05 9:45
Racing Stripes 1:00
4:10 7:10
Ray 9:30
Son of the Mask 12:30
2:45 5:00 7:20 9:40
The Wedding Date
12:00 2:25 4:45 7:00
9:15

Top Ten Movies
1. Hitch
2. Constantine
3. Because of Winn Dixie
4. Son of the Mask
5. Million Dollar Baby
6. Are We There Yet
7. The Boogeyman
8. Pooh's Heffalump Movie
9. The Aviator
10. Sideways

Top Ten Singles
1. Let me Love You Mario
2. Candy Shop 50 Cent feat. Olivia
3. Boulevard of Broken Dreams Green Day
4. 1,2 Step Ciara feat Missy Elliot
5. How We Do The Game feat 50 Cent
6. Disco Inferno 50 Cent
7. Lover and Friends Usher Lil Jon and Ludacris
8. Soldier Destiny's Child Feat Lil Wayne and TI
9. Since You been Gone Kelly Clarkson
10. Rich Girl Gwen Stefani feat Eve
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Hobey and More
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

Walking into the Exponent office last week, I
found a compact disc labeled "filler ads for The
Exponent, UAH needs 1,000 votes" in our mail
box, without a name or contact information. Of
course, this alone might sound a bit ambiguous,
but it was accompanied by a document filled with
the current Hobey Award standings. So it makes
sense. Now what am I supposed to do with it? It
is Tuesday morning, we already have our layout
planned, and we will be spending the evening
and night hours executing our layout plan. Need
less to say, the ad did not run, as I was not sure
where this came from or if we would even have
room in that week's paper. On the following
Monday I walked into the office and saw a new
document with the Hobey Award standings,
along with an attached note saying, "Think the
student newspapers at Northern Michigan, Bowl
ing Green and Northeastern are behind their can
didates? Where is the Exponent?"
Once again there was no contact information
accompanying this document. However, you will
find that we did indeed run the Hobey Award
feature in this issue. Here are a few pointers to
help ensure that future independent submissions
to the Exponent are given the best opportunity
possible for making it into the paper.
If you wish to submit something that is not a
letter-to-the-editor, please include your name,
contact information, and your intentions or de
sires for the piece you are sending. We like to
resolve all questions about a piece before it is
printed, and it helps to have the contact informa
tion of the sender, should we need additional
information pertaining to the piece.
Please send independent submissions
through the proper channels. This is the best
way to ensure that your piece is published. How
ever, deadlines should be taken into account as
well. If you can meet the deadline of the section
editor who is in charge of the section you would
like to contribute to, there should be no problem.
The generic deadline for all submissions is Sun
day, 12:00AM.
In response to the person who submitted the
Hobey Award Standings on both occasions, we
are sorry we couldn't get the ad into last week's
paper, and yes; the Exponent officially supports
the UAH Chargers up for the Hobey Award. I
hope the aforementioned guidelines are helpful
in ensuring that future submissions are given
the proper attention.
Another reminder: Higher Education day is
March 3,2005. This will be next Thursday (when
the Exponent hits the stands). Just as mentioned
last week, Higher Education Day is an opportu
nity for UAH faculty and students to have their
voices heard for equitable funding of higher edu
cation by the state. The rally will begin at
11:00a.m. and will be concluded by a barbeque
near the capitol complex. Everyone is invited to
participate. All you need to do is call Faye
Hartman at 824-6982 in order to reserve a seat.
Bush tapes: have you heard? Apparently
someone President Bush once trusted (a former
aide to the senior President Bush), recorded sev
eral tapes of private conversations between him
self and George Bush, before his first Presidency.
One of the hot items in these tapes is a conversa
tion which features President Bush indirectly ad
mitting to smoking marijuana. Who would have
thought it? Two consecutive presidents with an
affinity for weed.

Editorial
LETTERS
to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Recently I wrote a letter
to the Dear Suzy column. I do
not deny that I wrote the let
ter, however, I did not sign
my name to the letter. Isigned
it with the name "Milton". I
was once friends with Dear
Suzy and I did not intend for
the letter to be a complete at
tack on him/her. Iintended for
the letter to be an opportu
nity to dispel the ramblings
of the fictional "Milton". I
hoped this would give his/
her column more credibility
and would make it more
popular among the readers.
Dear Suzy compromised my
anonymity in a most unkind
way. I don't believe it is fair
for Dear Suzy to have done
this. Please ensure that ano
nymity is preserved in all fu
ture Dear Suzy columns.

Deadline for having letters of 300 words or less turned in is 2
p.m. on Friday. The Exponent reserves the right to edit all
materials submitted for publication.

Thankyou,
Matthew Tyler Wilson

Dear Editor-in-Chief,
It has recently been
brought to my attention that
some members of the S.GA.
Senate-namely freshman
Senator Samuel Parks-have
taken an active role in pro
tecting the student body and
the community as whole from
the repugnant actions of Ala
bama House of Representa
tives member Gerald Allen. I
am pleased to see that some
members of our S.GA. do pay
close attention to the omi
nous current events of the
age in which we five, and are
attempting to protect our un
alienable rights from corrupt,
outside influences. However,
373

this is not merely a letter of
praise, for I would also like to
communicate my distress
with the recent actions of the
Senate. Senator Parks'reso
lution concerning Alabama
House of Representatives Bill
Thirty (which bans state in
stitutions from purchasing
any form of literature that
pertains to, promotes, written
by, or produced by members
of the homosexual commu
nity) failed because some of
our elected officials in the
Senate are abiding by the
whims and fancies of demor
alized outsiders, who wishfor
nothing more than to impede
the progress of the human
race as a whole! For any mem
ber of the S.GA. to behave in
such a way is nothing more
than a dereliction of the of
fending member's duties and

responsibilities to those
whom he or she governs (i.e.
the students of this univer
sity). If our Senators con
tinue to act in such a cow
ardly manner-for that is the
most simplistic description of
their actions-the downfall of
our sovereign form of gov
ernment is imminent! I would
encourage all whom read this
to take the arduous journey
to the S.G.A. Website and
contact your Senators con
cerning their actions in regard
to Senator Parks' resolution.
Only after this occurs can we
divert the impending destruc
tion of our S.GA.
Yours truly,
KenBrannlifn
A Concerned Student
Who Wishes to use a Pseud
onym

The deadlineTor Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight. Letters should be sent to
ahdearsuzy@yahoo.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters Suzv is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist. Her advice febaS
on to own
Alabama^^mtsvite

Dear Suzy,
There is a girl in my MIS
classes that I am very at
tracted to, and I'm fairly sure
that she is attracted to me. I
don't know much about her
and she seems totally shy
and does not go out much.
I'd like to know in advance
on how to go about in im
pressing her with her type of
personality. Any good places
in Huntsville to impress a girl
who's not into the nightlife
around here?
Thanks,
RTL
Dear R.H.,
Hello?! Newsflash! I guess
you didn't get the memo deal
ing with how women think.
Working on impressing her is
going to get you nowhere. It
just doesn't work, I repeat,
DO NOTTRY to impress her.
She will see right through it
and interpret it as you as a
desperate person. I once
knew a guy who was like that
and I could see right through
it. He not only seemed
cheesy, but sometimes an
noying because he tried too
hard at every moment. Take
her somewhere that you like
(not a strip club) and maybe
you will bond as that place

°(m °f

Spane"t

being a common interest. If ing yahoo's search engine.
all you like is nightlife and Many people also like to use
you know for sure she's not http://www.googIe.com as
into that, go to the park, a their search engine because
movie, putt-putt, ice skating, it is fast and gives accurate
or maybe a quiet coffee shop results.
to name a few things. Take
her somewhere you think DearSuzy,
both of you would like.
How the heck do I get rid of a
cold? I've had it almost a
Dear Suzy,
week now!
I feel like I am out of the loop —Sick of having a cold
with the whole internet thing?
I'm not sure exactly what the Dear Sick,
term search engine means. Well, for the common cold,
What is the first thing that I've always heard drinking
you do when you get on the lots of OJ will always help.
internet? I am familiar with Usually fluids will help with
my email through Outlook, a cold. Since a cold is a vi
but other than that I feel help rus, and there are many dif
less.
ferent variations of colds, it
—blagjakfdj
is almost impossible to take a
Dearblagjakfdj,
Well, I like to use http://
www.vahoo mm as my home
page, or the first page that I
go to. Yahoo is considered a
web directory and a web
search engine. To be politi
cally correct, the world wide
web (www) is only a portion
of the internet. Now, you
have probably used a search
engine before but did not re
alize it. When you type into
the text box at http://
www.vahoo.com. you are us-

pill to get rid of it. I've also
heard taking zinc lozenges
(cold-eeze) helps a lot. I
would just give your body
time to get over the cold and
try to take it easy so it
doesn't get worse. If you are
exercising everyday, lay off
of it and let your body re-co
operate for a couple of days.
If you feel like you have more
than a cold, you can always
check out the UAH Wellness
Center for 5 bucks and an of
fice visit. The Wellness Cen
ter is located at room 203 in

** membera<

or

** University of

the UC. I hope you feel bet
ter ASAP!
Dear Suzy,
What cell phone provider do
you use? Which works good
in the area? I had cingular
back in FL, but I just moved
here.
sincerely,
loser
Dear loser,
I had T-Mobile which worked
fine, but now I have Verizon
Wireless which works just as
well. My T-Mobile worked
well in buildings where as the
Verizon one didn't. However,
the T-Mobile one didn't
work much in the country,
but the Verizon worked just
about everywhere else. It all
depends on your budget as
well as what you want in a
cell phone plan. Also ask
your friends on who their pro
viders are. If many of your
friends have a specific carrier,
then you might want to
choose that one (it may save
you minutes if it is a mobile
to mobile plan). Do your
homework on it before sign
ing a contract!!
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Opinion
All Dressed Up and No Place to Go?
By Hartwell Lutz
Alabama Citizens for
Constitutional
Reform
(ACCR) has adopted a game
plan directed toward secur
ing a new Alabama Constitu
tion by means of a conven
tion of elected delegates. The
first step in the plan is the
collection of signatures of
registered voters on petitions
to be presented to the legis
lature in 2006, asking the leg
islature to pass a bill allow
ing the people to vote on

whether a constitutional con
vention should be held. The
next step in the game plan is
for the people to vote at the
2006 general election on the
question of whether to have
a constitutional convention.
A great amount of work has
already gone into the signa
ture-gathering phase of this
effort, and over 30,000 signa
tures have been obtained,
mostly in Madison County.
However, three words
contained in Section 286 of
the 1901 Constitution could
jeopardize the entire effort.

Those three words require
that, in order for a conven
tion to be held a majority of
voters voting "at such elec
tion" must vote in favor of
the convention. So, if the
vote on whether to hold a
convention is held at the 2006
general election as planned,
and if 800,000 people vote in
the governor's race, there
would have to be at least
400,001 votes in favor of
holding the convention in
order for that question to
carry. Since a large percent
age of voters do not vote on

constitutional amendments
and other such referenda, it
is extremely unlikely that the
measure would get the requi
site vote. Using the above
scenario, even if 399,999
people voted to have a con
vention and no one voted
against it, there would be no
convention.
All that would be neces
sary to fix this problem would
be a simple constitutional
amendment, which could be
adopted this year, saying that
a majority of voters voting
"on said question" (i.e., the

question of whether to hold
the convention) is sufficient
for approval. And, let's face
it, if the Alabama Constitution
has shown us anything it is
that it can be amended, as
witnessed by over 750
amendments.
The legislature seems to
be determined to have the
public vote this year on its
so-called "Marriage Amend
ment," so putting an amend
ment on the ballot to fix the
"three little words" in Section
286 would not involve any
additional expense to the

state. The state ACCR lead
ership appears to be fining up
in support of such an amend
ment. Stay tuned.

Managing Editor's Note:
Hartwell Lutz was a member
of the Alabama House of
Representatives from 19701978, is a retired judge and
lawyer, and also serves on
the state board of Alabama
Citizens for Constitutional
Reform. He recently was a
guest speaker for the UAH
club Alabama Students for
Constitutional
Reform
(ASCR).

Negroponte: The Icing on a Cake Made of Feces
By Daniel Allen
Many of you have prob
ably turned a blind eye to this
administration's actions of
late. If you're like me, it's be
cause you're too depressed
to work up the energy to face
the bleak 4-year period to
come. Well, something
shocked me out of that leth
argy this week: the an
nouncement that Bush wants
Negroponte to serve as Chief
of Intelligence. This is a scary
thing. Recently, Negroponte
has served as the Ambassa
dor to Iraq. There's no prob
lem there unless you're ca
pable of understanding that
this war has actually been a
throwback to old, imperialist
methods of yore (circa: 'The
Great White Hope"). But I'll
put discussions of the war in
Iraq aside for now. I want to
discuss Negroponte's his
tory in the Reagan Adminis

tration.
John D. Negroponte
served as Ambassador to
Honduras in Central America
in the early 80's under
Reagan.
I'm
sure
Negroponte's association
with Reagan has probably
resulted in swaying many re
publican ideologues on cam
pus away from my point. To
those of you who voted for
Bush, Reagan tends to be
Jesus. But let's ignore that for
a moment. Negroponte's po
sition in Honduras played a
very central role in a contro
versy involving Nicaragua,
which would later come to a
head in the Iran-Contra affair.
Nicaragua's government,
controlled by the pro-U.S.,
non-communist, corrupt
Somoza Dynasty, had just
encountered defeat at the
hands of Sandinista rebels.
The Sandinistas basically
wanted to give more land to
peasants, and spread

healthcare and education to
the poor. The Sandinistas
were made up of Marxists,
Leftist Priests, and others of
such a mind. Now, the fact
that a lot of you hate Marx
ism for basically uneducated,
irrational, and blatantly stu
pid reasons ought also to be
put aside for the moment; the
Sandinistas were supported
by the people, and that much
alone ought to have granted
them sovereignty in the eyes
of a country that claims it
loves freedom. But Reagan
only saw a communist threat,
and more so, the threat of a
country that did not agree to
U.S. foreign policy. This
didn't actually make them a
real threat to the U.S., mind
you. They just wanted the
U.S. out of Latin American
affairs. If you know anything
about U.S. involvement in
Latin America, by the way,
you'll understand why.
At any rate, the GIA, as

per the administration's de
mands, set up shop in Hon
duras with Negroponte, who
provided both military and
financial aid in an attempt at
a counter-revolutionary
strike
against
the
Sandinistas. The CIA orga
nized this force, which was
dubbed the "contras," and
many of that force's leaders
were former leaders in the
Somoza government. The
reason the contras had to
stay in Honduras was be
cause they had no popular
base. They conducted many
raids into Nicaragua from
Honduras, raping, murdering,
torturing, etc.
Eventually, Congress
made it illegal for the admin
istration to involve itself in
the defeat of the Sandinistas,
but Reagan and co. decided
to try and get around this law
by soliciting aid for the
contras from countries like
Saudi Arabia and Israel. All

of this came to a head when
Reagan got zapped for trad
ing some 2000 anti-tank mis
siles to Iran in exchange for
hostages being held by ex
tremists in Lebanon. It was
also agreed that the profits
would be given to the contras
to buy arms.
Negroponte not only con
doned all of this, but sup
ported the contras both fi
nancially and militarily while
it was still within his power.
He shaded reports of human
rights violations by the
contras in Nicaragua, and
continues to deny his role in
those events. There has been
some controversy over this,
although nobody has really
made a big deal out of it yet.
No real surprise. If Bush can
get away scot-free from the
9-11 commissions, then it
shouldn't be any surprise
that the reputations of the
various people in this admin
istration are also coated with

a film of non-stick teflon.
The whole point of the
Intelligence chief is to unify
the various branches of in
telligence under a rigorous
policy of mutual disclosure
throughout the various agen
cies. Such a policy will de
mand honesty. How can we
trust a man who still refuses
to disclose his involvement
in the Nicaraguan affair, an
affair that resulted in the vio
lation of human rights on a
fundamental level, to help our
Intelligence agencies run
more efficiently through hon
esty? What's more, he's be
ing appointed by the Presi
dent. Shouldn't a guy with
that level of power remain
non-partisan? These sorts of
questions are being swept
aside everyday by an admin
istration that might as well be
made of crap. Negroponte is
not the man for the job—but
then, neither is Bush.

The Facts of Life Without All the Facts
By Nicole Schwartz
Since 2001 the Bush ad
ministration has funneled
significant federal funds to
the support of abstinenceonly sex education programs.
This means that this is the
first UAH freshman class that
very likely has young men
and women who haven't
been taught, nor are likely to
understand, what STDs are
and how they are transmit
ted, the basic facts on con
dom use and contraceptives
and what sexual activities will
put them at risk.

Among the things that
cannot be discussed when
using abstinence-only fed
eral program funds is the
topic of oral sex. "Oral sex is
sex," states Nancy Bocchino,
Madison City Schools' Nurse
Health Educator. According
to Bocchino, the harm is in
not knowing.
Students wrongly believe
they can safely engage in oral
sex without the risk of con
tracting STDs. "What's scary
is that it can take 7 to 10 years
to develop symptoms,"
states Bocchino.
Bocchino instructs an ab
stinence first program that

also incorporates information
from the Center for Disease
Control and the Red Cross in
order to present medically
sound sex education facts to
the students in Madison City
Schools.
Students need to know
how to protect themselves
when they do choose to en
gage in sexual activity.
Bocchino states that sex
should not be a taboo topic.
She says, "You've got to give
them the facts and hopefully
they'll make good decisions."
By withholding in-depth
details on sex related issues,
the abstinence-only pro

grams are telling students,
"we're not trusting them to
make those good decisions,"
says Bocchino.
Lisa Grice, UAH student
and mother of a teenage
daughter, expressed concern
over the current trend in ab
stinence-only education.
"Children will be less edu
cated and have sex anyway.
We need to talk about it. They
need to know about STDs
and they need to know about
sex," said Grice. "You're go
ing to have some kids who
will have sex no matter what."
Abstinence-only programs
do not address this reality.

When asked what he
thought of the abstinenceonly program, Dr. David
Yokley, Madison dentist and
father of four, stated, "What
you're doing is creating a
mystery and human beings
are curious by nature.
They're going to want to
know what the mystery's all
about!"
Not everyone is overly
concerned with the absti
nence-only program. UAH
student Heather Evans
stated she had gone through
an abstinence-only program
at a private Christian school.
"It suited my family values.

uahexponent.com

It was basically a just say no
program and I had no prob
lem with that," said Evans.
For those of you who
don't know the facts or think
you know, but aren't certain
- you can go to our UAH
Wellness Clinic, where they
do stress abstinence first, but
will also give you the rest of
the story: the birds and the
bees and the STDs. For more
information you can visit the
Wellness Website http://
www.uah.edu/wellness.
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EVANS from page 7
ment in Tupelo, MS after an
88-65 upset of the favored

West Georgia Braves.
The Chargers simply

could not miss in the show
down, nailing 54.3 percent of

their shots from beyond the
arc, making 19 of 35 overall.

For the game UAH was 31for-57 (54.4 percent) from the
field and 7-for-7 from the freethrow line.
Sophomore guard Ja
son Smith led the Chargers'
attack with 22 points. He was
6-of-12 from the field, includ
ing 6-for-9 from 3-point
range. He also had a career
high 12 assists. Senior
Thiago Carvalho added 15
points while grabbing six re
bounds. Sophomore Wayne
Popwell also bolstered the
Charger effort by matching a
career high with 14 points in
cluding four 3-pointers.
Sophomore center Micah
delaRosa finished with 10
points while reserve guard
Graham Aderholt added nine
points on three 3-pointers.
Smith assessed that

this "win is big for us, giving
us momentum as we head into
the final games of the season
and the GSC Tournament
next week."
After all of the past
week's excitement the Charg
ers now stand at 14-11 for the
season with a 7-5 record in
Gulf South Conference play.
The Chargers will head to
Florence on Saturday to take
on UNA in their final game of
the regular season. The
Chargers will then head to
Tupelo, MS to play in the
GSC tournament with a defi
nite game time to be an
nounced later. Check out
UAHChargers.com for the
latest updates.

MIXON from page11
acters involved were difficult
to figure out, and they were
an unwanted interruption
from the movie.
"The Phantom of the Op
era" is definitely worth see-

ing. It is currently playing at
Madison Square 12. For more
information about the movie
as well as a preview of the
music,
go
to
www.phantomthemovie.com.

RODRIGUEZ from page 6 —
lead to 61-53 on a lay-up with
two minutes remaining.
LMU fought back but ran
out of time as Abby Fanning
drilled two free throws with
only eleven seconds remain-

ing.
The Lady Chargers play
their final regular season
game at Florence against
GSC-rival UNA on February
26. Good luck Lady Chargers!

TANNERfrom page 1

jostens

when one is fast asleep and
may not have the T.V. tuned
to The Weather Channel.
Hopefully, the drill gave
students a chance to get out
of class and practice their tor
nado safety precautions. If
there ever is a real tornado
warning, those same tornado
sirens will be blaring again.
"My astronomy class is in a
basement in the optics build
ing, so I would have been
safe anyways," says Pence.
Other good buildings to be
in during a tornado warning
are those such as Morton
Hall, Salmon Library, and the
University Center as they
have a basement to accom
modate students. At central
and north campus residents
halls, the second floor is

Photo of the Week

On the way to Mobile, Brittany was able to capture a photo of this crashed
helicopter being towed on a trailer by a truck.

where one is advised to go
to as the first floor is sur
rounded by glass that can
injure students by flying de
bris. Try to get out of places
such as Madison Hall and the
University Fitness Center as
the whole first floor sur
rounded by glass. Otherwise,
go to the lower and center
most portion of your home or
building that you are in. Put
as many walls between you
to soften the blow of debris.
Use a hard table or a mattress
to cover the body from fly
ing debris. For more severe
weather tips, such as light
ing and flash floods, go to
Huntsville's
National
Weather Service Website at
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/
hun/.
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YOUNG from page1
meet in the Exhibit Hall.
SNAPL is an officially char
tered UAH club. Further
complications are also a re
sult from organizations rent
ing out rooms in the UC for
months and even semesters
at a time. Apparently the Cam
pus Crusaders, a religious
group, has booked the Exhibit
Hall every Tuesday for the
next year. Even if a meeting is
cancelled, the space is still
booked and cannot be used
by anyone else. Laura
Moore, SGA House Clerk,
found this practice to be ut
terly "ridiculous." Currently,
the first floor of Madison Hall

is almost completely vacant.
Sam Gillis, a recently ap
pointed Representative, has
noticed many events held by
senior's groups that have no
affiliation with the school in
this open space. If offices in
the UC, Advising and Finan
cial Services for example,
could be moved to difficult
facilities, more study lounges
and computer labs may be
possible in the UC.
Along the same line of
reasoning, unfortunately,
many UAH clubs have been
turned away from the Fitness
Center. Despite the fact that
the Fitness Center is open to

all UAH students, they will
not allow official groups to
practice there. While the
UAH Crew Team is growing
in popularity, they do not
have anywhere to work out
on campus. Ironically, the Fit
ness Center hosts many of
this years Intramural games
but will not even let the teams
practice there. Apparently,
the administration of the
building claims it is a simple
liability issue. Therefore, if
team members show up seem
ingly separate from each
other, utilization of the facili
ties is allowed. On the other
hand, if members all walk in

the door together, the Fitness
Center directs them right back
out. Matt Meduna, also a
member of the Crew team,
said that his team was di
rected to Spraggins Hall
when attempting to use the
center. Due to the fact that
the Crew team is no longer
an official athletic group, they
cannot use Spraggins Hall
either. Several clubs are in the
same predicament.The Town
Hall Meeting seemed to be
the best place to address this
issue considering the fact
that the original idea for the
Fitness Center came from the
Student Government Asso

ciation. From the reaction of
SGA members present, this
kind of treatment was not part
of the plan. In the coming
weeks, a resolution concern
ing this very subject is ex
pected in the House.
The Hobey Baker Memo
rial Award is one of the most
prestigious honors in the
realm of college hockey. Af
ter an extremely successful
season/three UAH players
are on the ballot for the prize,
Jared Ross, Craig Bushey and
Bruce Mulherin. The winner
is selected by number of
votes cast online at http://
www.hobevbaker.com. yet

the UAH three are falling be
hind because of the blatant
lack of publicity. More infor
mational flyers and banners
were proposed as the primary
solution.
The Town Hall Meeting
was created by SGA a few
years ago in an effort to reach
out to listen to the voice of
the students. The influence
of student government is tra
ditionally pretty widespread,
and with the support of the
entire student body, changes
can be made.

Editor's Note: The Exponent reserves the right to edit all submissions forcontent. Due to space requirements, please limit content to approximately 75 words.
All submissions must be given directly to Joseph Terrell, Editor at The Exponent office, 104 University Center or email to Joseph Terrell at
exponent@email.uah.edu no later than 2 pm on Sunday. No submissions left in the drop box will be printed.

Beginning September 16th, the UAH Chess Club meets from 6:00-11:00 pm in the UAH University Center. Students meet in the cafeteria for instruction, organization, and planning before
joining the main meeting. We welcome new members - come late, leave early, at your convenience. UAHCC is a learning environment - most students are beginners. We hope you will
join us in building an official UAH Chess Team this Fall.

The UAH Formula SAE team ("Charger Motorsports") is the fastest way to gain real world experience. If you have interest in a mock engineering firm and are wanting to apply what
you've learned in class, stop by room N119 in Tech Hall Mondays at 7:00 pm. Whether your major is business, programming, web design, journalism, or engineering, we have a place
for you. Late arrivals and ALL majors are welcome. For more information visit www.chargermotorsports.com.

The UAH Baha'i Campus Association would like to invite you to prayers and devotionals every Thursday evening from 7-9 pm in UC 132.

You are cordially invited What: Public Forum hosted by Alpha Phi Omega at UAH Where: UAH North Campus Residence Hall (across from Morton Hall and the University Center)
in the Multi Purpose Room When: Monday, February 21,2005 at 7 p.m. This forum will be an open discussion of identified problems in the "community" and solutions on how to
solve them. There will be free Domino's pizza for those in attendance. In honor of black history month and in a commitment to collaboration, invitations are being sent to all the
colleges and universities in Huntsville to promote diversity and gain valuable insights to problems. Join us as we partner to address the diverse needs in our collegiate community.
Please email jennifer.wilborn@us.armv.mil if.you have any questions or need directions. Look forward to seeing you there.
Comparative Religion Club — Do you feel that no one understands your point of view about religion? Do you want to understand more about a particular religion? Come join us on
Thursday Nights at 6PM in Morton Hall Rm. 240. Come express your opinion! Forward Questions to the President at majord@email.uah.edu
Alabama Students for Constitutional Reform (ASCR)is a group of UAH students working to help reform the outdated 1901 Constitution of Alabama. The group meets every Tuesday
night at 6PM in the University Center in Room 127. Check us out at http://ascr-uah.tripod.com. We need your help now to make a difference in Alabama!

A special ultraviolet camera makes
it possible to see the underlying
skin damage done by the sun. And
since 1 in 5 Americans will develop
skin cancer in their lifetime,
what better reason to always use
sunscreen, wear protective clothing
and use common sense.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY
888.462.DERM

www.aad.org
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JOBS

MISC.

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours
of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free)
fundraising
solutions
EQUALS $l,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
today for a $450 bonus when
Need 2-3 students to help
you schedule your non-sales
with odd jobs for Wedding
fundraiser
with
Party on May 6 and 7, 2005
CampusFundraiser. Contact
(Friday and Saturday). Tasks
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923include: (1) some lawn work
3238,
or
visit
(2) helping florist (3) buying
www.campusfundraiser.com.
supplies (4) set up (5) clean
up (6) making approximately $600 Group Fundraiser
20 sandwiches (7) interfacing Scheduling Bonus 4 hours of
with guests (8) other fun your group's time PLUS our
tasks. Will pay $8/hr for at free (yes, free) fundraising
least 16 hours those two solutions EQUALS $1,000days. Call 534-9592 for more $2,000 in earnings for your
group. Call TODAY for a
information.
$600
bonus when you sched
If you are interested in being
ule
your
non-sales fundraiser
a tutor for Local children
with
CampusFundraiser.
grades k-12: The pay is from
$8-$14 with no taxes taken Contact CampusFundraiser,
out. You will set your own (888) 923-3238, or visit
schedule. This opportunity www.campusfundraiser.com.

RI.AGK & DECKER Part time
sales & marketing position
calling on a hardware retailer.
15 hours per week, $12.00 /
hour, flexible scheduling. If
interested email resume to
maryellen.berreth@bdk.com
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Classifieds
Library Denizens

Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

Across

1 Hemingway to friends
5 Fragrance
j 10 Get ready
14 Terminated
115 Hurled
16 Clothier Strauss
j 17 Fringe benefit
18 Steinbeck's Salinas story
120 Slip
21 Simple
22 Worship
23 Part of a letter closing
25 Titanic's downfall
27 Entices
29 Yielded
is open to all UAH students,
Tee Off with Delta Zeta So
with no experience required.
33 Deliver a speech
rority Golf Tournament To
You will be working with lo
34 Thrust ahead
Benefit the Speech and Hear
cal K-12 kids. Here's the con
ing Impaired Saturday, April
35 Lennon's wife
tact
info:
2,2005 at the Huntsville Mu
36 Type of ticket
rnl1egetutors@mail.com
nicipal Golf Course To be a
37 One with Hanson's Disease
(256)652-9606.
player, make a donation, or
44 Feudal system subordinate
5 Takes the wheel
38 Connecting words
Immediate opening for a full- sponsor a hole contact a
46 Flora's partner
6 Blackens
39 OJ jurist
time accountant with govern Delta Zeta Sister or Leanne
47 41st President of the US
7 Celtic language
40 Surfaced
ment contracting experience Carter at (256) 658-5882 or
carter1n@email.uah.edu
48
Miniature water buffalo
8 Bottom line
in the area of contracts ad
41 Annoyance
49 Ring around the bath tub
ministration. Responsibili
9 " It takes
to tango'
42 Deliberate
FOR SALE
ties include: contract reviews
50 Prophetic sign
10 Promissory oath
44 Appraised
and maintenance, account Do you enjoy reading Afri
52 Muscular diaphragm
11 Make over
45 Flake off
ing setup and billings. De can-American fiction?
53 Sleeveless garment
12 Always
sire experience in all types of Would you like to buy used
46 Iranian language
55 Word before session
government contract billings; African-American fiction for
13 Yearn
47 Primary
Cost-plus, Time & Materials half the original price? If so
19 The Comedy of Errors, e.g. 56 Before
50 Hops kiln
and Fixed Price. Must be fa call 837-9245 or email
21 TV option
57 Cork sound
51 XXX minus XVI
miliar with the accounting re atj334@vahoo.com.
24 Chooses
lationship between payroll
54 Children's classic
and billings and able to inter I had a black purse stolen,
25 Uninterested
57 Duct
act with all accounting and Doony & Bourke. It was sto
58 Precedes mate or music 26 M.I.T. grad
c o n t r a c t s len in the Wal-Mart parking
Quotable Quote
27 Subject
59 U.S. Airways, for one
areas. Manufacturing experi lot. It has lots of important
28 Muse of lyric and love poetry
ence a plus. Job includes items in it. I am prepared to J 60 Vertical transportation
competitive salary and ben offer between $500-$1,000 as
29 Pickled flower bud
system inventor
To the world you
a reward for its return and the
efits. E.O.E.M/F/V/H
30 Cervantes' hero
|61
Overdramatizers
might
he one
items it contained. Please
31
Provide
with
a
quality
62 Word before code
email
me
at
person, but to one
32 Administered medicine
fordt@email.uah.edu with 163 Nuisance
person you might
any information about it.
34 Sloping edge
Down
be the world
37 Load up
Classified Ads
1
Bishop
of
Rome
Classified ads in The Exponent are free for all UAH Students1
38 Is unwell
2 Swear
faculty, staff and alumni. Contact The Exponent, attention Joseph
• • • Unknown
Terrell, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent, at 824-6090 or email your
40
Portion
3 Erie Stanley Gardner's
classified ad to editor@exDonent.uah.edu for more information. You
41 Theatrical role
can also contact The Exponent office by fax at 824-6096. Deadline
private eye
for all classifieds to be turned in is no later than 2 p.m. on the Friday
43
the beans
4 Biblical boat
before the next paper is scheduled to be published.
By GFR Associates • • • Visit our web site at ww w.gfrpuzzles.com

If you would like
to report a fact,
or simply insult us,
please write at:
www.uahexponent.com
(or not..)

